We present a near-infrared study of the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 6300, based on subarcsecond images and long slit spectroscopy obtained with Flamingos-2 at Gemini South. We have found that the peak of the nuclear continuum emission in the K s band and the surrounding nuclear disk are 25 pc off-center with respect to the center of symmetry of the larger scale circumnuclear disk, suggesting that this black hole is still not fixed in the galaxy potential well. The molecular gas radial velocity curve yields a central black hole upper mass estimation of M upper SMBH = (6 ± 2) × 10 7 M . The Paβ emission line has a strongly asymmetric profile with a blueshifted broad component that we associate with a nuclear ionized gas outflow. We have found in the K s -band spectra that the slope of the continuum becomes steeper with increasing radii, which can be explained as the presence of large amounts of hot dust not only in the nucleus but also in the circumnuclear region up to r = 27 pc. In fact, the nuclear red excess obtained after subtracting the stellar contribution resembles to that of a blackbody with temperatures around 1200 K. This evidence supports the idea that absorbing material located around the nucleus, but not close enough to be the torus of the unified model, could be responsible for at least part of the nuclear obscuration in this Seyfert 2 nucleus.
INTRODUCTION
Active Galactic Nuclei are among the most intriguing objects because they are present throughout most of the universe's history, meaning they must be an essential ingredient in the galactic and cosmic evolution, yet there are several aspects that are still not completely understood, such as, for example, AGN feedback (Fabian 2012) or the M SMBH − σ relation (Tremaine et al. 2002) . It is now accepted that almost all massive enough galaxies harbor a super-massive black hole (SMBH) in their nuclei. This has the strong implication that all massive galaxies should have gone through an AGN phase in some point of their lives. This phase could be episodic or long-lasting depending on galaxy environment and fuel supply (Shankar 2009 ). These duty cycles and feeding mechanisms are not related to a particular kind of galaxy, but are intrinsic to galaxy evolution as a whole.
The unified model (UM) is to-date the most accepted model to understand different types of active nuclei. It proposes that it is actually a single phenomenon that is being observed from different directions and that the observed properties are due to the anisotropy of the object (Blandford & Rees 1978; Antonucci 1993) . According to the model, the object consists of a SMBH surrounded by an accretion disk, gas clouds and a torus-shaped structure composed of colder molecular gas and dust. In this scheme, the torus is responsible for the high anisotropy of the AGN emission because it acts like a shield to the emission of the central source when seen from low inclination directions.
In the last few decades, some works have emerged presenting evidence that the panorama is more complex than a simple orientation issue, proposing different geometries for the dusty absorber (Nenkova et al. 2002; Dullemond & van Bemmel 2005; Elitzur & Shlosman 2006; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2011; Ramos Almeida et al. 2011; Stalevski et al. 2012; Elitzur 2012 ) and giving a central role to the host galaxy interstellar medium (ISM) to explain the differences that arise while observing active nuclei (Malkan et al. 1998; Matt 2000; Reunanen et al. 2003; Goulding & Alexander 2009; Goulding et al. 2012) . One thing is certain, the very nuclear dust structure is not well constrained yet nor the feeding mechanism that has driven AGN growth through cosmic times until the present.
Also, the mass of the central SMBH could play an important role in the emission and geometry we observe. A lowmass black hole will still not be fixed in the gravitational potential well of the galaxy (Emsellem et al. 2015) , in which case it would wobble around the galaxy gravitational center. This can be observed as a break in the symmetry between the global structure of the galaxy and the central emission source (e.g. Arribas & Mediavilla 1994 , Arribas et al. 1996 , Díaz et al. 1999 , Mast et al. 2006 , and Günthardt et al. 2015 , and could be part of the mechanism that drives material from the last few hundred parsecs onto accretion in the SMBH.
Much of the uncertainty around the UM could arise from the fact that historically AGNs have been mostly studied and classified in the optical band. In the last two decades studies in other bands have become frequent (Polletta et al. 1996; Xu et al. 1999; Greusard et al. 2000; Beckmann et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2006; Muñoz Marín et al. 2007; Lacy et al. 2013; She et al. 2017) . The optical band is the most affected by dust extinction in our galaxy, in the host galaxy ISM, and in the very nucleus, and therefore it is expected that observations in other bands show higher emission levels than in the optical for the most obscured nuclei. In fact, optical surveys miss half of the AGNs in comparison with the MIR (Goulding & Alexander 2009) , and misclassification of the emission type occurs when studying AGNs in the optical alone (Nagar et al. 2002; Riffel et al. 2006; Ramos Almeida et al. 2008) .
The near-infrared (NIR) bands offer the advantage of lowering the galactic extinction both in the Milky Way and in the host galaxy, reaching 10% of the V -band extinction in the K s band. This allows NIR photons to escape easily and provides a more detailed view of the structure and physical state of the circumnuclear regions. At the same time, more energetic photons absorbed by dust are re-emitted in the infrared allowing us to map the most dusty regions. In particular, in the K band is possible to observe a red excess associated with hot dust in the nuclear regions (e.g. Thatte et al. 1997 Alonso-Herrero et al. 1998 , Ferruit et al. 2004 , Müller Sánchez et al. 2006 ,Ramos Almeida et al. 2009 , Müller-Sánchez et al. 2018 . NIR also has the advantage of being observable from the ground and now we count with several facilities optimized for imaging and spectroscopy in the NIR bands. For this work we used Flamingos-2 (F2), an imager and spectrometer mounted on the 8.1 m Gemini South telescope that achieves observations with subarcsecond resolutions. This implies spatial scales under 100 pc for galaxies in the nearby universe ( 21 Mpc or z 0.0052 for H 0 = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 ). We are observing a sample of nearby galaxies in image and spectroscopic modes with F2 to constrain the geometrical and dust properties of the nuclear regions of galaxies with a variety of emission types including several obscured AGNs, and link them with large-scale properties of the host galaxies. Here we present results for NGC 6300 (d = 12.26 Mpc, z=0.0037), a ringed barred galaxy of the southern hemisphere that host an active nucleus identified as a Seyfert 2 in the optical by Phillips et al. (1983) , and identified as well in the X-rays by Awaki et al. (2005) , in the mid-infrared by Goulding & Alexander (2009) , and in radio frequencies by (Morganti et al. 1999) . It presents prominent dust lanes that reach the nuclear region, probably causing strong obscuration in the host galaxy at central and larger scales (see Fig.1 ), making it a good candidate to explore the ISM role in the AGN emission using infrared data.
Pioneering works on NGC 6300 was made in the 80-90's. Phillips et al. (1983) studied the optical spectrum and classified it as a Seyfert 2 using the BPT diagram. Buta (1987) presented a photometric and kinematic study using BV surface photometry and emission line radial velocities. Ryder et al. (1996) presented a kinematic study based in HI observations where they linked the galaxy ring with a Lindblad resonance and derived the bar pattern speed.
In the last few decades, a series of X-ray observations focused on its nucleus. The central source was found in a Compton-thick state by RXTE in 1999 (Leighly et al. 1999) and then in a Compton-thin state by BeppoSAX (Guainazzi 2002) and XMM-Newton (Matsumoto et al. 2004) . There is still no consensus whether these variations are common in Seyfert 2 nuclei or not (Risaliti et al. 2002; Elvis et al. 2004; Puccetti et al. 2004; Bianchi et al. 2005) . Furthermore, their origin is not well understood yet in the framework of the UM, but it may be related with the very geometry of the circumnuclear region and, in particular, of the absorbing material (Matt 2000; Risaliti et al. 2005) .
In this paper we present the analysis of Flamingos-2 imaging and spectra in the J and K s bands for NGC 6300. In Section 2 the observation and data reduction process are described. In Section 3 the results are presented starting by the imaging data in Section 3.1 and following with the spectral data analysis in Section 3.2. The results are discussed in Section 3 and the summary and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Longslit spectra and images of NGC 6300 were taken with Flamingos-2 (Eikenberry et al. 2012; Díaz et al. 2013 ) at the 8.1 m Gemini South Telescope during a commissioning run in 2013 April 29 and June 24. The broadband filters J, H and K s available for F2 were used in combination with the R3K grism and the 3-pixel wide (0. 54) long slit, which resulted in a nominal resolving power of ∼ 2000 at the center of the K s band spectral range (2.157µm) dropping to ∼ 1000 at the ends, as measured from the OH sky emission lines. In this paper we present J-and K s -band results from a total of 4.5 hs. observations. Considering the sky subtraction overheads and telluric standards, this yielded on-source total exposure times of 1800 sec in J and 3600 sec in K s . The observations were performed following an ABBA sequence. The slit was positioned along the semi-major axis at PA = 128.5
• avoiding the light from two foreground stars near the nucleus of NGC 6300 (see Fig.1 ). The use of the on-instrument wavefront sensor (OIWFS) allowed a precision of half pixel (0. 09) in slit positioning and guiding. The OIWFS guide star counts were consistent with photometric observing conditions.
We used a standard reduction procedure using the Gemini IRAF 1 data reduction package 2 , performing dark subtraction, flat-fielding, sky emission subtraction, wavelength calibration and telluric correction. All steps except the wavelength calibration and the telluric correction were performed following the Flamingos-2 tasks. The wavelength calibration was performed step by step using the standard PyRAF tasks identify, refspectra, and dispcord applied in the usual way. This procedure lowered the calibration uncertainties with respect to the obtained using the nswavelength task. The telluric correction was carried out also with PyRAF 3 , first generating a synthetic continuum corresponding to the spectral type of the telluric star, dividing the star spectrum by the template and then manually subtracting the star intrinsic absorptions.
We performed extractions from the two-dimensional spectrum to study the radial distribution of the spectroscopic properties in the circumnuclear region of NGC6300, with the following scheme: the nuclear core extraction is 0. 18 wide in order to minimize the contribution from off-nuclear regions; then we extracted three spectra at each side of the nucleus with an extraction aperture of 0. 54 taking into account the spatial resolution.
We have also obtained images in J, H and K s filters from which we derived an average image quality of 0. 45. This, in combination with the F2 pixel scale of 0. 18 pixel −1 gives a spacial resolution of 33 pc at the galaxy mean distance of 12.26 Mpc (from NED 4 ). The images were partially reduced using, additionally, the data reduction package designed for the instrument. Then, the coadding was done manually giving more weight to the central 2 arcmin of the image, in order to maximize the spatial resolution in the central region of the galaxy and to avoid the effect of optical distortions in the outer radii of the images in the coadded result.
We have flux calibrated the images using the 2MASS stars' magnitudes in the field, J, H, K s , subtracting the contribution of the galaxy's background. In this way, zero points were calculated.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 3.1. The nuclear region structure
In the main panel of Figure 1 a J, H and K s RGB composition is shown. This false color image allows us to appreciate the whole extension of the stellar ring that surrounds the galaxy.
The total apparent magnitude of the galaxy in K s band up to the 20 arcsec −2 isophote resulted in m Ks ∼ 6.8 ± 0.4, while the central object in the nucleus, inside 0. 45, reached m Ks ∼ 11.7 ± 0.4. This is consistent with the magnitudes reported by Peng et al. (2006) , who performed a component decomposition with GALFIT on 2MASS images and found a disk magnitude of m Ks ∼ 6.15 ± 0.5 and a nuclear magnitude of m Ks ∼ 11.22 ± 0.2. The slight differences between both pairs of magnitudes could have various sources. On the one hand, the higher resolution of Flamingos-2 allows us to determine smaller seeing limited apertures to measure the nuclear magnitude, thus giving a larger value. On the other hand, differences in the zero-point determined while performing the photometry could cause a systematic difference between the magnitudes measured by Peng et al. and ours.
The JHK s composed image presented in Figure 1 allows us to appreciate the galaxy substructures: the bar is clearly identified and dust lanes are prominent, causing great obscuration to the circumnuclear region of the galaxy and along the bar. Each dust lane is appreciated with different intensity. The northern band probably lies below the bar or is simply more extincted due to the inclination of the galaxy. It is remarkable how both dust lanes cross the bar almost directly from the ring to the circumnuclear region, as is usually observed in weak bars, without delineating the edges of the bar (Martini 2004) . The projected length of the bar is (1.00 ± 0.04) , and the angle between the bar and the major axis of the galaxy is 82
• . The major axis of an ellipse containing the bulge has an angle of 27
• with the bar major axis. This projection difference between the bulge and the disk would indicate that the bulge has a triaxial shape. We also detect ansae structures at the tip of the bar, as brightness enhancements in the inner ring.
Three different-scale views of NGC 6300 are depicted in Figure 1 . The main panel, as mentioned above, shows the global scale from F2 JHK s composed image. In the top right panel, the J − K s color map constructed from F2 images, allows us to confirm the great extinction present in the south of the nucleus, assumed to be the intensity peak of the F2 K s -band image. In the color map, it can be seen how the southern dust lane reaches the very nucleus, indicating that this lane is probably the cause of the nuclear extinction and the one responsible for the color asymmetry that stands out from the map. This high extinction is not present along the direction of the slit that we used for the spectroscopy. In that direction (P.A. =128
• ) no asymmetries are visible. In the right bottom panel an unsharp masked image made from the F814W HST 5 image is presented, depicting the inner 5 of the nuclear region. White contours delineate the central isophotes. No circumnuclear ring can be seen in this image, either it does not exist or lies below the HST spatial resolution. Furthermore, although three arms can be identified, the structure is probably better represented by a disc and chaotic obscuration than by a nuclear spiral, as we will see below in the photometric profile fitting.
We have performed a 5 pixel (0. 9) width extraction on the K s image, corresponding to 1.5 seeing disk. The radial emission profile obtained ( Figure 2 ) was fitted with several components in order to model the nuclear structure of this galaxy. In this figure, we show the best fit which consists of a very bright Gaussian component representing the central source with FWHM = 0.07 ± 0.01 kpc, a nuclear disk with a scale radius of 0.073 ± 0.005 kpc, and finally, a low brightness circumnuclear disk with scale radius of 0.60 ± 0.03 kpc. The nuclear structure (Gaussian + nuclear disk) dominates up to 0.25 kpc and is displaced 25 pc in the NW direction with respect to the circumnuclear disk. This off-centering will result of particular relevance in Sec. 3.2.2 when we analyze the circular velocity curve. The upper right panel of Figure 2 is a zoom-in of the nuclear region radial profile with the H 2 2.12µm intensity profile superimposed. The H 2 profile was extracted from the K s band 2D spectrum and is well fitted with the same nuclear disk component as the K s -band total profile.
Spectral Analysis
At NGC 6300 distance, and considering F2 pixel scale (0. 18 pixel −1 ), one pixel corresponds to 11 pc and the physical spatial resolution is 33 pc. For each spectral band we performed seven extractions: one extraction centered in the continuum peak, and three extractions at each side of the peak, centered at ±0. 44, ±0. 9, and ±1. 44, which correspond to physical radii of ±27 pc, ±55 pc, and ±88 pc respectively. Positive radius was considered to the southeast direction. The width of each extraction was variable. To determine these, both the spatial resolution limited by seeing (0. 6) and the independent information that could be obtained from each spectrum were taken into account.
In order to analyze the nuclear emission with the least amount of contamination by off-nuclear emission regions, the continuum peak extraction was performed with 1 pixel width (0. 18) without compromising the S/N.
The J band nuclear spectrum is shown in of coronal lines). This line is a clear indicator of nuclear activity as nothing but matter falling into an accretion disk can produce such an energetic continuum.
As can be seen from the extractions performed to the Jband spectrum (Figure 4 ), we detect [S IX] emission up to 88 pc in the SE direction, far into the NLR (Padovani et al. 2017) . At first sight, this coronal line shows a blueshifted component probably arising from an outflow superimposed to the typical NLR emission component. The J spectra also show the low ionization line [Fe II] λ1.26µm (IP=7.9 eV) coexisting with the coronal gas for all radii up to 88 pc in both directions. Paβ is present in emission throughout the inner 110 pc, and also in absorption, due to the underlying stellar population. A detailed treatment of the line profiles is presented in Section 3.2.4.
The nuclear extraction of the K s -band spectra is presented in Figure 5 . The most prominent emission lines are from molecular hydrogen H 2 λ2.03µm, H 2 λ2.07µm, H 2 λ2.12µm, H 2 λ2.22µm, H 2 λ2.25µm. Also, the forbidden coronal aluminum line [Al IX] is present at λ2.04µm, and the Brγ hydrogen recombination line at λ2.16µm. Several absorption lines are visible, including the Na I and Ca I doublets, and the beginning of the CO 2 molecular band. Figure 6 shows all the K s -band extractions for different radii. As for the Paβ line, Brγ emission is detected until 55 pc, but the H 2 molecular emission lines are present in all the extractions, so we can infer molecular gas properties up to 88 pc. In Section 3.2.1 we will give more details on these molecular lines and the gas properties.
We used the IRAF task splot to fit Gaussian functions to all the emission lines in the J-and K s -band spectra to determine the intensity, flux, FW HM, and radial velocity shift of each line. In the following sections we present the results obtained for the molecular gas kinematics, the properties derived from the line ratios, and the dust properties emerging from the analysis of the continuum. o extracted from the Ks-band image (blue). The different structural components are plotted in gray. The total fit, in red, corresponds to the sum of three components. Two of them correspond to disk structures, one nuclear with a scale radius of 0.073 ± 0.005 kpc and a circumnuclear one with a scale radius of 0.60 ± 0.03 kpc. Finally, the nuclear source is well fitted by a Gaussian function with an FWHM = 0.07 ± 0.01 kpc. The nuclear disk and the central source compose a central structure that is displaced in 25 pc with respect to the circumnuclear disk (marked with vertical lines). Upper right panel: Zoom-in of the nuclear region for positive radii superimposed to the H22.12µm emission profile which coincides with the nuclear disc component. The K s band presents a richness of hydrogen molecular lines that can be used to test the main excitation mechanism of this element. Pioneering work was made theoretically and observationally by several authors in the 1980 and 1990 decades (see for example Tanaka et al. 1989 and Mouri 1994 and references therein) . In these works it is established that H 2 has two main excitation mechanisms that often happen simultaneously: (1) thermal excitation caused either by shocks, UV radiation or X-ray radiation, and (2) non-thermal excitation associated with UV fluorescence. It is possible to distinguish between these mechanisms because they occur associated with different vibrational and rotational temperatures that produce different line intensity ratios. In the first Figure 5 . Nuclear Ks-band spectrum of NGC 6300, the extraction is 1 pixel wide, equivalent to 11 pc. Highlighted are the [Al IX] λ2.04µm high ionization line, the [He I] λ2.06µm line, the Brγ λ2.16µm hydrogen recombination line and several H2 rotational and vibrational lines. Also present are various absorption lines and doublets produced in the galaxy stellar population.
case, the vibrational and rotational temperatures are essentially equal and therefore this state can be characterized by a single excitation temperature typically in the range 1000-2000 K. In the non-thermal case, the vibrational temperature is much higher than the rotational, occurring this conditions in colder gas.
Following Reunanen et al. (2002) , the vibrational and rotational temperatures can be calculated from the H 2 1 − 0S(2)λ2.03µm/1 − 0S(0)λ2.22µm and 1 − 0S(1)λ2.12µm/2 − 1S(1)λ2.25µm line ratios as follows:
T vib 5600/ln(1.355xI 1−0S(1) /I 2−1S (1) (1)
These line ratios have also the advantage of being little affected by extinction due to the proximity of the lines and of Figure 6 . Ks-band spectra for different radii. All the extractions are 3 pixels wide in accordance with the seeing spatial resolution limitation, except the innermost extraction which is 1 pixel wide. The comparison between the spectra shows that at the very nucleus the continuum is quite flat and becomes steeper with increasing radius. The main spectral features are highlighted.
the effect of the ortho/para ratio of the molecules because 2-1S(1) and 1-0S(1) occur in ortho-molecules while 1-0S(2) and 1-0S(0) in para molecules (Mouri 1994 ).
The dominant excitation mechanism can be determined from these line ratios as can be seen in Figure 7 Günthardt et al. 2015) . The value of T vib 6000 separates the thermal domain from the nonthermal while the top right corner curve corresponds to T rot = T viv and above the curve lies the region where the excitation through X-ray photons dominates. Figure 7 represents a diagnostic diagram for NGC 6300 calculated for the different radii. Our data points lie in the thermal region where either shocks or collisional processes prevail.
H2 radial velocity curve and black hole mass
We derived the molecular gas radial velocity curve by measuring the velocity shift of the strongest emission line H 2 λ2.12µm for each radius as mentioned above. We also measured the H 2 radial velocities directly from the 2D spectrum as an alternate method obtaining similar results. This allowed us to quantify the uncertainties and to be confident with our error estimations. The radial velocity curve is presented in Figure 8 (left) were it is clearly seen that the gas follows a rotation pattern in the innermost 200 pc. Error bars were determined performing several measurements of each line position and taking the standard deviation. The circular velocity curve presented in Figure 8 (right) was constructed by deprojecting the measured velocities by the galaxy inclination i = (52 ± 1)
• and reflecting the negative velocities towards positive radii. When negative velocities are reflected, it is observed that the curve is not symmetric about the continuum peak value. A symmetric curve could be obtained by displacing the curve 55 pc in the SW direction. The blue points in the curve correspond to the negative values of the radial velocity curve in Figure 8 (left), once displaced 55 pc in radius and, therefore, ∼ 50 km s −1 . This new radius value that symmetrizes the radial velocity curve, would be the true rotation center of the galaxy (according to our PA), and is not coincident with the K s -band continuum peak. This displacement of the emission peak with respect to the rotation center was already detected by Buta (1987) from optical spectra. Buta (1987) raises the possibility of both an asymmetric mass distribution, and that the dust is obscuring the true nucleus of the galaxy. The author is more inclined towards the second option, however he addresses the need to obtain high-resolution NIR spectra to unravel this issue. Our observations allow us to determine this off-centering with precision, both from the kinematics, and from the K s -band brightness profile as we have shown in Section 3.1. Reinforcing the idea of a true mass distribution asymmetry. 10 M and scale radius of 4400 pc. In Sec. 3.1 we have presented an off-centering of 25 pc according to our surface brightness profile fitting in Figure 2 , between the inner structure, conformed by the nuclear source plus a nuclear disk and a circumnuclear disk that begins to dominate from ∼ 0.25 kpc outwards. This offcentering, determined from the photometric structural components, together with the displacement of the rotation center obtained from the circular velocity curve, allow us to infer that the global symmetry center, the peak of the continuum in K s band, and the dynamic rotation center of the galaxy, would not be coincident. In this scenario, the SMBH would be at the K s band continuum peak but in orbit around the true rotation center of the galaxy as derived from the circular velocity curve.
Could this asymmetry be responsible for the chaotic distribution of dust in the inner 300 pc? And furthermore, could this be at least part of the elusive mechanism that produces the angular momentum loss in the inner pc needed to feed the AGN? These off-centerings have been found both in active and inactive galaxies such as NGC 3227 (Arribas & Mediavilla 1994) , NGC 1068 (Arribas et al. 1996) , NGC 1672 (Díaz et al. 1999 ), M 83 (Mast et al. 2006) , and NGC 253 (Günthardt et al. 2015) among others, and predicted by simulations (Emsellem et al. 2015) .
Finally, from the radial velocity curve we can infer that the molecular gas is confined into a rotating disk as seen also in the H 2 intensity profile (Fig. 2) . The absence of turbulent or chaotic motion as well as no broad component in the emission line profiles associated with outflows, indicate that this molecular disk should be shielded from the AGN ionizing continuum, probably by large amounts of dust. This scenario is reinforced by the emission line diagnostic diagram presented in Figure 7 which shows that the main excitation mechanism of the molecular hydrogen is photoionization or shocks, probably produced by young stars and supernovae and no by X-rays originated in the accretion disk of the black hole.
With the gas velocity measurements in the central 5 points (inner 55 pc) we were able to estimate the enclosed mass. In a Keplerian approximation and taking into account the inclination of the galaxy, the mass enclosed in a radius R [pc] which presents a velocity amplitude V [km s
−1 ] is:
Where the resulting mass is in solar masses. We used the IRAF ellipse task for determining the inner inclination performing an ellipse fitting to the F2 K s band image. Our fit justifies the use of an inclination i = (52 ± 1)
• for the mass determination in accordance with previous works (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) where the inclination was determined from coarser data. If we assume, by angular momentum conservation, that the innermost part of the circumnuclear disk has the same inclination, we can estimate an enclosed mass as an upper limit for the dark object residing in the very nucleus.
With the assumptions mentioned above, we derived:
for the material inside 55 pc, and:
for the mass enclosed in the minimum resolved diameter of 33 pc. This is in accordance with previous estimations from different methods (Beifiori et al. 2009 , Khorunzhev et al. 2012 , Davis et al. 2014 ) and would place the mass of the central compact object into the intermediate-to-low black hole mass regime.
The Ks band continuum slope
The continuum of the K s band spectra presents an interesting shape, which evidences the radial variation of the properties of the different sources that contribute to it, in particular, the stellar population and the circumnuclear dust. From Figure 6 we can see that the nuclear spectrum is quite flat while for increasing radii the continuum slope becomes steeper. This flattening has been interpreted as arising from the composed contributions of the red tail of the stellar continuous emission and the blue tail of dust heated by the AGN Figure 8 . Left: Radial velocity curve derived from the λ2.12µm molecular hydrogen emission line. The data points correspond to the velocity of the line at each radius relative to the nucleus. Right: Circular velocity curve from the same H2 where the inclination was assumed to be i = (52 ± 1)
• . The blue points correspond to reflected negative radii. The fit is a composition of a Plummer plus a Hernquist mass models. The origin of the plot is placed in the true kinematic center (see text for details).
for which emission peaks in the midinfrared (e.g. Edelson & Malkan 1986 , Alonso-Herrero et al. 1998 , Ferruit et al. 2004 , Ramos Almeida et al. 2009 , Prieto et al. 2010 ). This continuum slope behavior is ubiquitous in type 1 nuclei (e.g. Kobayashi et al. 1993) , and have been observed in some type 2 nuclei. For example, Martins et al. (2010) found a very steep K s -band continuum in NGC 1068 and suggest that it is caused by thermal radiation from hot dust. In other work, Ferruit et al. (2004) find a similar behavior of the continuum K s -band slope for NGC 2110 as we do in Figure 6 . Their extractions are performed each 1 which represents 172 pc at NGC 2110 distance. Probably due to lower spatial resolution, the authors found this infrared excess only in the nuclear spectrum.
In general, works in the literature present a spatial sampling that does not allow them to resolve the circumnuclear region below 100 pc. In this way the infrared excess is only detectable in the central spectrum. This has led them to assume that the origin of this excess is the dusty torus that surrounds the AGN, in accordance with the standard unified model.
Our Infrared data provide a spatial sampling of 33 pc, which allow us to resolve the radial circumnuclear variations of the K s -band continuum slope in detail, and find that the flattening caused by dust is not only observed in the nuclear spectrum but also in the circumnuclear regions, at least up to 27 pc. This means that the presence of warm dust is not exclusive of the nuclear region, but also of more extended regions.
In order to test if a warm dust component producing a red excess is responsible for the flattening in the nuclear spectra, we proceed as follows. First, we construct a pseudostellar population template averaging the two external spectra in ±88 pc. Assuming that the stellar population does not vary significantly in the small region considered, we subtracted this template from the inner spectrum and from the immediate adjacent spectrum at 27 pc. The results of these subtractions, shown in Figure 9 , once converted into Frequency vs. Normalized Energy, resembles a thermal emission component rising through lower frequencies. We can fit a family of blackbody spectra to the infrared excess and compare the slopes to constrain the temperature of the warm dust. Both spectra can be fitted by a combination of two or more blackbody spectra but the simpler fitting is in both cases a single temperature, 1255 K in the nuclear case and 1225 K in the 27 pc spectrum. Both temperatures are consistent with emission from hot dust grains (see Landt et al. 2011 and references therein). Although the real scenario must be more complex, with a continuum of dust temperatures, this fitting points out that the hot component must be present. We have tested that no combination of blackbody below 1200 K can reproduce the K s -band bump around 2.15 µm or equivalently 1.4 GHz. The gray curves in Figure 9 correspond to blackbody emission of different temperatures and are only for comparison. It is worth noting that because our spectra are not flux calibrated, only the slopes can be analyzed and the intensities are arbitrary.
In order to reach this temperature, dust molecules must be directly irradiated by hard photons from the AGN, therefore the only possible place for their location is the edge of the ionization cone, since otherwise they would be blown away by the outflow. Our results point to consider the role of extended dust in the circumnuclear region as a mechanism that participates in the obscuration of the central engine, without contradicting the existence of the dusty torus itself, confined into the central parsec of the UM. This supports the scenario where the whole dust distribution in the hundreds of central parsecs plays an important role in the AGN classification in addition to the inclination of the nuclear region.
Ionized gas line profile
Analyzing the line profiles for the J band, a blueshifted component is observed in all lines and at all radii where the lines are observable. Figure 10 shows the fit for Paβλ1.28µm and [S IX]λ1.25µm lines. In both cases, a single gaussian is far from a good fit, so more than one component is mandatory. For Paβ the contribution of the underlying stellar population must be taken into account. The [Fe II]λ1.26µm line cannot be modeled because it is too close to the [S IX] line and presents lower S/N, hence its profile is severely affected. The red part of the [S IX] profile is also affected, but, because no stellar absorption is expected for this coronal line, the only consequence of the blending is a small red tail that do not affect the fit significantly.
The [S IX] sulfur line shows an asymmetry towards the blue more pronounced than the Paβ profile. If we assume for the [S IX] profile fitting the same widths as for the main narrow and broad Paβ components, the need for a third component is inferred from the residual. This third component is not visible in the Paβ profile, we attribute this to the fact that the spectrum is noisier in this region than around λ1.25µm and that the part of the spectrum redward Paβ is affected by the telluric correction up to ∼ λ1.27µm. only be ionized by hard photons from the accretion disc, as mentioned before Furthermore, because the main components of both lines present the same kinematic width, within the errors, they must be cospatial, meaning that the star formation contribution, if present, is not observable with this combination of spectral resolution and S/N. Both the emission and the outflow components in Paβ and [S IX] are detected up to a distance of 55 pc from the nucleus.
The co-existence of coronal lines in the spectrum, which shows that we are seeing the NLR, and emission lines with lower ionization potential, indicates that these NLR clouds are thick enough to shield the region that opposes the AGN from its hard ionizing radiation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the nuclear region of NGC 6300 analyzing J, K s , and H images and J-and K sband spectra acquired with the Gemini-South Flamingos-2 imaging spectrograph. To achieve this goal, we analyzed the spatial profile in K s -band images from which we could discern the different structural components that make up the central kiloparsecs. We have also performed spectral extractions to study the radial variations of the spectroscopic properties of both dust and ionized gas, in the inner 500 pc. Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
• We performed a fitting to the K s -band photometric profile and found that the structure that dominates the central 0.25 kpc is composed of a central Gaussian source with FWHM = 0.07 ± 0.01 kpc and a nuclear disk with scale radius 0.073 ± 0.005 kpc. This structure presents an off-centering of 25 pc with respect to the circumnuclear disk that dominates up to the kiloparsec scale and presents a scale radius of 0.60 ± 0.03 kpc .
• From the H 2 circular velocity curve we measured an off-centering of 55 pc between the kinematical center and emission peak associated with the SMBH.
• We have detected in the J-band spectra [S IX] λ1. Figure 9 . Red excess obtained after subtracting a mean external spectrum from a central one. Left panel: the nuclear spectrum. Right panel: the spectrum corresponding to -27 pc. In both cases the red curve represents the best single temperature fit and the gray curves are examples of near temperatures for comparison.
• From the radial velocity curve constructed from H 2 emission, the thermal excitation and the absence of outflows, we have confirmed that the molecular hydrogen gas is confined to a rotating disk, shielded from the AGN.
• From a Keplerian approximation we estimated the mass enclosed in the inner ∼ 55 pc to be M = (6.2 ± 2.5) × 10 7 M , that can be considered as an upper limit for the SMBH mass powering the AGN.
• An analysis of the K s -band continuum slope shows an IR excess outside the nucleus and up to ∼ 27 pc probably associated with hot dust and not related to the putative dusty torus of the UM. We propose that this hot dust must be contributing to the AGN obscuration and it could be partially responsible for its Sy2 classification.
Thanks to the spatial resolution reached by Gemini and Flamingos-2, we are able to study the circumnuclear region of NGC 6300, a highly obscured Sy2 galaxy, at scales of tens of parsecs. Both F2 and HST images allowed us to verify that the nucleus of the galaxy, assumed to be the emission peak in K s -band and where the SMBH resides, is displaced from the geometric center of the circumnuclear disk. The fact that the radial velocity curve is not steep shows that the central gravitational potential is not dominated by the point source that powers the AGN. This SMBH is probably orbiting the kinematical center of the galaxy while accreting mass and growing. This motion may be responsible for the chaotic distribution of gas and dust that is observed in the images of the central hundreds of parsecs. And it is perhaps this wobbling mechanism that causes the angular momentum dissipation of the material forcing it to travel the last parsecs before being accreted onto the SMBH. Moreover, the absence of a circumnuclear ring and strong circularization of orbits that would stop the fall of the material towards the center is in agreement with this lack of gravitational preponderance of the SMBH. The future mass growth of the dark object will increasing the innermost angular speeds, lead to the appearance of Lindblad resonances and the probable formation of the mentioned ring. This grow of the SMBH will also cause the destruction of the weak bar in NGC 6300, as predicted by numerical simulations.
The results presented in this work provide different elements that help to understand the way in which an obscured AGN of intermediate-low mass grows its mass in the presence of a weak bar and with large amounts of circumnuclear dust. But there are many questions that arise and require a systematic study in a statistically significant sample. What is the relationship between nuclear feeding mechanisms in Seyfert galaxies and the strength of the bar? How the appearance of the circumnuclear ring, the growth of the SMBH, the AGN duty cycle, and the life cycle of the bar all linked? And finally, how does the distribution of circumnuclear dust influence the Seyfert1/Seyfert2 classification?
All this places obscured AGN as the most appropriate objects to deepen those aspects of the Unified Model that are still under strong debate.
Based on observations obtained at the Gemini Observatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under a cooperative agreement with the NSF on behalf of the Gemini partnership: the National Science Foundation (United States), the National Note that the first two components (dashed and solid components) are the same, within the errors, in both lines, suggesting cospatiality of the emitting regions.
